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INTRODUCTION: Over 1 million Americans currently live with a lower limb amputation. Lower limb prostheses have been designed to produce a secure and comfortable fit between residual limb and prosthesis throughout the day. However, significant fluid volume fluctuations in the residual limb deteriorate socket fit and may cause decreased mobility due to discomfort or soft tissue injury from increased pressures and shear stresses. Extracellular fluid is thought to be the primary source of limb volume fluctuation and commonly decreases over the course of the day. Technologies designed to address limb fluid volume loss are ineffective and cumbersome. Methods to assess limb fluid volume change are also poor, lacking the capability to quantify fluid volume loss at high temporal resolution and while the prosthesis is donned.

METHODS: Bioimpedance analysis provides tools to rapidly estimate extracellular fluid volume while a subject performs regular activity with the prosthesis donned. Using a custom bioimpedance analyzer, we tested 16 subjects each on three separate occasions in a repeated measures study. Each
test session consisted of an activity sequence followed by a 30 minute period of calm sitting (dubbed the recovery sit). During the recovery sit, subjects sat with their prosthesis donned (ON), prosthesis doffed (OFF), or liner donned (LINER). An identical activity sequence followed the 30 minute sit.

**RESULTS:** Volume changes during the OFF 30 minute recovery sit were significantly higher than during ON (p < 0.001). We observed that after the limb gained fluid volume during the OFF protocol, subsequent volume loss was negligible in 12 of 16 subjects during the following activity sequence. Conversely, volume lost during the 30 minute recovery period during ON was not recovered during three cycles of activity. During the LINER protocol, volume gains during the 30 minute sit were similar to those during OFF, but returned to baseline levels during subsequent activity. Gains in LINER during subsequent activity still remained elevated as compared to ON (p < 0.01).

**CONCLUSIONS:** Decreasing applied pressure to the residual limb may function to recover limb fluid volume, allowing socket users to maintain a comfortable fit between limb and prosthesis. There exists a potential for development of socket technology that leverages pressure release to recover limb fluid volume.
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1 Introduction and Background

1.1 Project Overview

Over 1 million Americans currently live with lower limb amputations (Ziegler-Graham et al. 2008). The vast majority of these amputations are due to vascular disease, often as a result of diabetes. As Type II diabetes becomes more prevalent in the American population, so too does the rate of lower-limb amputation. Military conflicts and wars abroad have also increased the numbers of amputees, and have increased public awareness of Americans living with amputation (Owings and Kozak 1998; Fox et al. 2005). As population and awareness have grown in recent years, effective, user-friendly prosthetic technologies have become priority engineering challenges.

Lower limb prostheses require a secure and comfortable fit between the prosthetic socket and residual limb to provide an effective coupling between the prosthesis and the user. In an ideal scenario, successful and accurate agreement between limb and socket effectively transfers force and distributes pressure and weight-bearing while minimizing shear stress on the skin (Hachisuka et al, 1998; Sonck et al, 1970). However, during daily use, significant fluid volume fluctuations of the residual limb affect the fit of the prosthetic socket. These volume changes prompt the addition or subtraction of socks, decreased activity level due to discomfort, and/or risk of soft tissue injury from increased pressures and shear stresses. Fluid content of the body consists of extracellular fluid (ECF) and intracellular fluid (ICF). ECF primarily consists of blood and interstitial fluids while ICF consists of fluid volume contained within cells themselves. ECF volume is the primary source of limb volume fluctuation in the residual limb (Zachariah et al. 2004).
Amputees commonly lose volume during the course of the day, and do not regain. Fluid volume loss in the limb has been identified as perhaps the leading problem facing modern prosthetic technology today (Backus 2005). Loss of volume can take place over the course of minutes, hours, or an entire day. Fluid loss is likely due to pressure exerted on the limb by the socket, thus forcing fluid out of the interstitium and evacuating blood from the vascular system. Therefore, it may be possible to induce a long-lasting volume recovery simply by reducing the external force generated by a prosthesis. We aim to better understand the large-scale effect of pressure relief on residual limb volume.

1.2 Review of Residual Limb Volume Change

1.2.1 Problems associated with limb volume change

Prior research has demonstrated a variety of clinical problems associated with limb volume loss. Decreases in limb fluid volume can lead to pain or localized pressures (Board, Street, and Caspers 2001), increased movement of the stump within the socket (i.e. pistoning) (Grevsten and Eriksson 1974; Grevsten 1978; Commean et al. 1996; Commean and Smith 1997), increase shear stress and pressures (Sanders, Daly, and Burgess 1992; Sonck, Cockrell, and Koepke 1970; Silver-Thorn, Steege, and Childress 1996; Hachisuka et al. 1998) and diminished sensation of proprioception or contact between limb and socket (Sabolich and Ortega 1994; Dingwell, Davis, and Frazier 1996).

Currently, no technologies accurately and reliably accommodate for limb fluid volume loss within the prosthesis. We propose that it may be possible to recover lost volume by temporarily relieving external pressure applied by the socket. Relief of socket pressure may then decrease interstitial pressure in the limb, returning blood to the vascular system and creating a negative pressure gradient from the vasculature into the extracellular space. This would then encourage natural fluid transport of ECF into the interstitium and decreases fluid transport out of the interstitium (Zachariah et al. 2004). With fluid volume returned to the residual limb, agreeable fit between limb and
prosthesis will be regained while pain and difficulty of prosthetic use will be avoided. Consequently, there exists the potential for innovative prosthetic technology to leverage this property by designing sockets to release pressure during periods of non-ambulation, thereby preventing sustained limb volume loss and ensuring a continual fit throughout the day.

1.2.2 Volume Measurement Technologies

Knowledge of how limbs change over time requires accurate characterization of volume. A number of methods have been developed to describe residual limb volume change (Sanders and Fatone 2011). One of the earliest and most direct methods is through simple anthropometric measurements. Limb circumferences or diameters can be measured at discrete points along the length of the residual limb using a tape measure or calipers. When recorded, these measurements can be used as a relative measurement of long-term limb volume change (Golbranson et al. 1988; Boonhong and Manathip 2004; Boonhong 2006). However, such measurements have also been shown to exhibit error. Boonhong et al. compared anthropometric measurements to volume measured by water displacement, and found that anthropometric techniques reliably overestimated volume by 4% (Boonhong 2006). Thus, while volume assessment by anthropometric techniques may be successful at identifying macroscopic changes in limb volume, it is unable to describe short-term fluctuations and has dramatically lower spatial resolution compared to other techniques (Boonhong 2006).

Water displacement provides an alternative measurement method that shows increased accuracy of volume measurements, and allows for determination of segmental volumes. To measure volume with this method, the residual limb is lowered into a tank of water. Displaced water outflows and is captured for measurement. The displaced volume of water is then taken to be the volume of the limb. Water displacement has the advantage of being straightforward and simple to implement.
However, slight motion of the residual limb and water tension at the interface of skin and water reduce the absolute accuracy of the method (Fernie, Holliday, and Lobb 1978; Starr 1980).

Laser scanning allows limb shape to be determined from the reflection of high-intensity light off the residual limb. A laser device projects a plane of light onto the residual limb. The resulting shape of this plane projected on the limb is captured on video. The shape and contour of the projection is then computed to form a three-dimensional model of the residual limb. When projected perpendicularly to the limb, laser scanning can provide accurate estimations of shape and volume with high resolution (Lilja and Oberg 1995; Johansson and Oberg 1998). However, current laser scanners require the subject to remain motionless for the duration of the scan for as little as 10 seconds, although most require much longer. Although volume measurements obtained with laser scanning were reported to be highly repeatable, laser scanning still suffers from relatively low temporal resolution compared to other technology. Further, laser scanning is hindered by the requirement for the limb to be motionless and located outside of the socket during scan.

Optical scan technology works in much the same way as laser scanning, instead imaging the outside contour of the limb against a high-contrast background and identifying the edge of the limb in post-processing. A series of images can subsequently be computed into a three-dimensional shape, given a sufficient number of images from varying angles. Optical scanning can be performed more rapidly than laser scanning, and can also produce similarly high spatial resolution (Zachariah et al. 2004; Commean, Smith, and Vannier 1996). However, optical scans suffer from many of the same limitations as laser scans, namely, relatively low temporal resolution, the requirement for a motionless residual limb, and the removal of the prosthesis.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is well established as a method for imaging internal body structures with high spatial resolution. MRI uses a powerful magnet to rapidly alter the alignment of
atomic nuclei within the human body. This causes nuclei to generate a detectable magnetic field which is captured by the MRI scanner, and later computed to form a cross-sectional image of the body. When MRI collects discrete cross-sectional slices of the residual limb, both volume and external contour can be measured with great accuracy (Pettersen and Høgetveit 2011). MRI has been used to measure residual limb volume (Buis et al. 2006) but use of this technology for such purposes is uncommon due to the large temporal resolution for image capture (~10 minutes). While it is possible to image the limb inside of the prosthesis, the subject must remain motionless during the entirety of image capture (Portnoy et al. 2009).

Ultrasound is additionally capable of generating a 3-D cross-sectional image of the residual limb, but at a much lower resolution than MRI. The limb is placed in a water tank and stabilized. A B-scanning ultrasound device is mounted and rotated around the limb, scanning through the water tank (He, Xue, and Murka 1997; Singh, Hunter, and Philip 2007). To generate a complete image may take up to 13 minutes, rendering the technology incapable of capturing short-term volume changes and sensitive to limb motion (He et al. 1996). Similar to previous technology, ultrasound imaging of the residual limb is hindered by the requirement for the limb to be motionless and located outside of the socket during scan.

Bioimpedance allows the estimation of limb fluid volume by sensing resistance to electrical follow in the tissue of interest. Current is injected into tissue using skin-surface electrodes, while impedance to flow is sensed using additional electrodes placed over the tissue of interest. Impedance values are then converted into extracellular or intracellular fluid volume using bioelectrical calculations (De Lorenzo et al. 1997). Because the system of measurement is fixed on the residual limb and consists of low profile electrodes and wires, bioimpedance can be used to measure fluid volume inside the socket and during ambulation, unlike any of the previous technologies that require a stationary,
exposed limb (Sanders et al. 2009). In contrast to other volume estimation methods, bioimpedance can also be performed at high temporal resolution with the residual limb within or out of the socket.

1.2.3 Technologies to accommodate fluid volume fluctuation

Prosthetic socks are commonly used to control prosthetic fit. Socks are woven sleeves worn either between the limb and socket or between the liner and socket. Sock number and thickness (i.e. ply) may be adjusted throughout the day to accommodate for fluid volume change (Sanders, Cagle, Harrison, et al. 2012). While prosthetic socks are worn by a large number of amputees, they are not an ideal solution to address fluid volume loss as they often are not properly changed or adjusted and are inconvenient to apply.

Vacuum-assisted suspension sockets have also been employed to indirectly control limb fluid volume. A vacuum-assisted socket applies negative pressure to the distal end of the limb, facilitating volume increase (Beil, Street, and Covey). Vacuum-assisted sockets often employ a one-way valve, actuated by the pressure of the limb during weight bearing in a slightly undersized socket (Chino et al. 1975). One-way valve, passive sockets are often referred to as suction sockets. Vacuum can also be attained via a mechanically or electrically powered vacuum device integrated into the prosthesis which is subsequently controlled by the user (Board, Street, and Caspers 2001; Goswami et al. 2003). In practice however, determining and controlling vacuum level is difficult. Vacuum is easily lost due to improper sealing of the limb within the prosthesis and even if maintained can be insufficient to produce sufficient suspension or can produce pain and irritation of the limb (Goswami et al. 2003).

Inflatable inserts provide another means for socket volume control. These inserts are often filled with air or incompressible liquid. However, air filled bladders can only account for small changes in volume. Fluid filled inserts address this limitation and were used in several research studies (Greenwald and Dean 2003; Sanders and Cassisi 2001) but investigators identified issues in reliably
determining necessary fluid volume of the bladder system. Furthermore, Sanders et al. found that as bladder volumes were increased, fluid was ejected from the limb and upon reduction of bladder size, limb volume did not easily return.

Modern technologies designed to address limb volume change, like woven socks, vacuum sockets, or inflatable inserts, are ineffective (Sanders and Fatone 2011). To make matters worse, tools used to quantify and track limb fluid volume change lack the temporal resolution, portability, and accuracy necessary to fully understand when and how limb volume changes. We propose the use of bioimpedance analysis to measure limb fluid volume change and address this gap in knowledge. Bioimpedance is capable of capturing rapid changes in fluid volume and is able to make these measurements while the limb is within or out of a prosthesis (Sanders, Rogers, and Abrahamson 2007). Given this flexibility in fluid volume calculation, we investigate socket doffing as a potential therapy for fluid volume loss.

1.3 Basics of Bioimpedance

Bioimpedance is a non-invasive technique capable of estimating the fluid volume of tissue by injecting and sensing small amounts of electrical current. The most basic embodiment of a bioimpedance system requires two conductive electrodes placed on the skin. Each electrode injects a current at a specified frequency or series of frequencies. Simultaneously, both electrodes sense the complex impedance to flow of injected current, calculated as a transfer impedance between the electrode pair. This dipolar system allows an estimation of total body water (TBW) (Hoffer, Meador, and Simpson 1969). When current is injected across a range of frequencies (called bioimpedance spectroscopy), it is additionally possible to estimate total body water ECF and ICF from the calculated impedances (Sanders, Rogers, and Abrahamson 2007; Sanders et al. 2009).
1.3.1 Overview and Previous Applications

Bioimpedance spectroscopy has previously been employed in a variety of medical applications. Most commonly, whole body impedance is used for the estimation of TBW, total body extracellular fluid, or total body intracellular fluid. In this configuration, electrodes are attached at the wrist and ankle. Sensed impedance is thus assumed to reflect the overall impedance of the entire body, and using specific anatomical calculations, TBW can be estimated (Hoffer, Meador, and Simpson 1969; Segal and Burastero 1991; Wotton et al. 2000). Because fat has a lower admittivity than does muscle and other tissue, it is additionally possible to estimate body fat percentage. In general, when applied to the body as a whole the intention is usually to characterize TBW, the ratio of ECF/ICF, and fat mass. Bioimpedance is also employed in skin hydration estimation, which is essential for proper function and appearance of the skin (Martinsen, Grimnes, and Haug 1999).

Segmental bioimpedance functions much in the same way as whole-body impedance. Electrodes are carefully placed on segments of interest, for instance the thorax or the thigh. This allows the estimation of specific tissue segments, instead of the whole body.
One of the most accepted bioimpedance configurations is the tetrapolar. Consisting of four electrodes instead of two, a tetrapolar system allows the separation of current injecting and current sensing components Figure 1.1. A tetrapolar arrangement provides a distinct advantage over bipolar or tripolar systems by avoiding the electrical polarization of sensing electrodes often biasing the sensed value of impedance (Martinsen and Grimnes 2008; Grimnes, Martinsen, and Johnsen 2010). Furthermore, by placing sensing electrodes at a distance from the injecting electrodes, a more uniform current density may be assumed at the site of measurement (Grimnes and Martinsen 2006).

1.3.2 Electrical Properties of Tissue

Bioimpedance is based on the ability to measure resistance to electrical current passing through human tissue. Different components of the human body – skin, muscle, bone, fascia, blood – differentially contribute to bioimpedance based on their electrical properties. Bone and superficial fascia are considered to be non-conductive (Kosterich and Foster 1983), thus sensed impedance is primarily attributed to muscle, fat, blood plasma, and skin.
The two main components thought to contribute to sensed impedance in human tissue are intracellular fluid (ICF) and extracellular fluid (ECF) volume. ICF consists of the water and other liquids contained within cell walls (Leaf 1970). ECF consists of any interstitial fluid, blood plasma, and transcellular fluid. Research has shown that extracellular fluid contributes the vast majority of electrical impedance at low frequencies (<50kHz). At these frequencies, cell membranes act as a capacitor, preventing ICF from contributing to overall sensed impedance (Segal and Burastero 1991). However, at higher frequencies (>200kHz) current is conducted through both ICF and ECF, causing a decrease in overall resistance to electrical flow compared to lower frequencies (Figure 1.2) (Jenin et al. 1975; Baumgartner, Chumlea, and Roche 1990).

![Image of current path through human tissue at low and high frequencies](image-url)

*Figure 1.2 (De Lorenzo et al. 1997): Demonstration of the expected current path through human tissue at both low and high frequencies. Low frequencies travel primarily through ECF while high frequencies penetrate cells, capturing ICF.*
The difference in electrical conductivity between low and high frequencies is due, in large part, to the capacitive effect of cellular membranes (Schwan 1957). As direct current cannot pass through a capacitor in the low frequency range, electricity conducts minimally through cells. Thus, overall conductivity is primarily due to ECF. However, cell membranes rapidly charge and discharge at the rate of the alternating current as frequency increases, decreasing the effect of membrane capacitance and allowing current to pass.

1.3.3 Cole Model

In 1969, Kenneth Cole developed a mathematical expression to relate complex impedance measured over a range of frequencies to both intracellular and extracellular resistance (K.S. Cole, Li, and Bak 1969; K. S. Cole 1940). Cole demonstrated that human tissue can be approximated by a resistor and capacitor in parallel with a single resistor (Figure 1.3).

![Cole model circuit with representative electrical components. (De Lorenzo et al. 1997)](image)

The complex impedance of this circuit is then given by the generalized Cole\(_2\) equation, developed by Cole in 1940.
\[ Z = R_\infty + \frac{R_0 - R_\infty}{1 + (j\omega \tau Z)^\alpha} \quad (1) \]

where \( Z \) is the complex impedance of the circuit, \( R_\infty \) represents resistance at infinitely high frequencies, and \( R_0 \) represents resistance at very low frequencies. \( \tau \) is the characteristic time constant of the system. As previously discussed, at very low frequencies ECF contributes the vast majority of sensed impedance (\( R_0 \)). At very high frequencies ICF is responsible (\( R_\infty \)). Therefore, \( R_0 \) and \( R_\infty \) can be thought of as \( R_{ECF} \) and \( R_{ICF} \).

When complex impedance is gathered over a range of frequencies and plotted on a resistance-reactance graph, a characteristic curve is generated Figure 1.4. This plot is referred to as the impedance locus, and its shape is a characteristic result of electrical tissue properties (Kenneth Stewart Cole 1968). The intersection of the impedance locus with the resistance axis represents the value of impedance for the ideal resistors \( R_0 \) and \( R_\infty \). By estimating these two intersection points, \( R_{ECF} \) and \( R_{ICF} \) can be calculated.

![Figure 1.4: The Cole plot, also referred to as an impedance locus. The intersection points with the x axis correspond to estimated values of R0 and R\textsuperscript{\infty}. (De Lorenzo et al. 1997)](image-url)
Hanai et al. furthered Cole’s equation by introducing mixture theory into bioimpedance. Hanai’s mixture theory accounts for a conductive solution containing suspended nonconductive spheres, much like human tissue containing nonconductive cells (Hanai 1968). By incorporating Hanai’s theory, we are able to account for nonconductive cell membranes suspended in highly conductive ECF when estimating impedance at low frequencies. Equation 2 describes the relationship between \( R_{ECF}, R_{ICF}, C_m \) (the membrane capacitance of cells) and \( Z_{observed} \) (observed complex impedance) when accounting for mixture theory.

\[
Z_{obs} = \left( \frac{R_e}{R_e + R_i} \right) \left( R_i + \frac{R_e}{1 + [j\omega C_m (R_e + R_i)]^\alpha} \right)
\] (2)

The exponential parameter \( \alpha \) is analogous to a phase angle of the electrical system. Grimnes describes \( \alpha \) as a flexible, widely applied variable that may correspond to “a) different degrees of molecular interaction, b) cellular interactions and properties of gap junctions, c) anisotropy, d) cell size, or e) fractal dimensions.” (Grimnes and Martinsen 2006, p223), but is still considered an invariant material property in the same manner of resistivity. The \( \alpha \) parameter can vary between 0 and 1 – a value of zero corresponds to a purely resistive case, while a value of one corresponds to a no loss case of ideal resistors and capacitors.

De Lorenzo et al. implemented a further correction to the Cole model to account for \( \alpha \) frequency invariant time delay, dubbed \( T_d \) (De Lorenzo et al. 1997; Matthie et al. 1992). \( T_d \) arises due to the difference in speed by which an electrical signal conducts through a conductor, as compared to other electrical components. \( T_d \) is correlated with conductor length (i.e. copper wire length), stray capacitance, or transmission line effects. \( T_d \) can account for the sum total error generated by these components, and causes a linear shift in phase error as frequency increases, meaning it can be accounted for with a simple addendum to equation 1:
\[ Z_{obs} = \left( \frac{R_e}{R_e + R_i} \right) \left( R_i + \frac{R_e}{1 + j\omega C_m(R_e + R_i)\alpha} \right) (e^{-j\omega T_d}) \quad (3) \]

In practice, iterative nonlinear curve-fitting software is required to optimize and estimate \( R_{ECF}, R_{ICF}, \) and \( C_m \) given values for given \( Z_{observed}, T_d, \) and \( \alpha. \)

1.4 Summary

Residual limb fluid volume loss is a commonly experienced problem for persons with transtibial limb losses. The loss of fluid volume can adversely affect the fit of a prosthesis, causing pain at the site of bony protuberances, allowing the limb to move within the socket, and increasing shear stress and associated pain. While many technologies exist to control limb volume, none are effective at adapting to limb volume changes. Attempts to quantify volume change in the residual limb have also met challenges. Most technologies used to measure limb volume change lack the necessary temporal resolution to capture rapid volume change, require subjects to maintain a stationary posture, or cannot estimate volume change while the socket is donned. Bioimpedance allows a continuous, rapid estimation of limb volume while a socket user performs ordinary activities. Utilizing bioimpedance, we attempted to investigate the efficacy of a potential technique to return fluid volume to the residual limb and to measure this change using a suitable technology. As wearing a prosthesis decreases limb fluid volume throughout the day, we hypothesized that relief of applied pressure may induce fluid volume recovery and that we could use bioimpedance to characterize fluid volume change induced by this release. Thus, we have two aims for this study.

The first aim is to quantify the amount of change in limb fluid volume when socket pressure is released, since we expect limb fluid volume to increase under decreased pressures. The second aim is to determine the amount of volume gained during pressure release that is maintained throughout subsequent activity with the socket donned and pressure returned.
2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Design and Specifications

To measure limb fluid volume, a customized bioimpedance system was designed and built. Dubbed the Indigo, it was intended to produce higher temporal resolution and collect multiple simultaneous measurements as compared to preexisting bioimpedance technology. The Xitron device (Hydra 4200, Xitron, San Diego CA) was a single channel tetrapolar bioimpedance analyzer previously used by Sanders lab for fluid volume estimation. The Indigo was built to surpass the Xitron’s technical specifications and to provide four independent tetrapolar measurements of impedance while maintaining one shared current injection pair. Four channels allow four simultaneous measurements of impedance from separate locations on the limb.

2.1.1 Instrumentation

The Indigo system has four independent sensing channels and one current injecting channel. The sensing channels are tetrapolar systems, whereby the current injecting electrodes are separated from the sensing electrodes. Both the current injection and current sensing channels consist of two leads, one positive and one negative. Impedance is thus reported as a transfer impedance between each pair of leads. A tetrapolar system has a distinct advantage over bi and tripolar systems due to its ability to largely reduce the influence of electrode polarization impedance (Grimnes 2007). By separating current injecting and sensing electrodes, the impedance of sensing leads is decreased dramatically and is not dependent on the injected current profile. Nevertheless, Grimnes et al. states that tetrapolar systems may demonstrate sensitivity to volumes closer to the electrode (Martinsen, Grimnes, and Haug 1999; Grimnes and Martinsen 2006) and thus it is important that electrode properties and locations are carefully selected.
The Indigo is capable of producing a variety of current profiles. The number of frequencies applied, the length of time each frequency is applied, and the amplitude of the signal itself are all programmable. For the study, we selected a current profile injecting across 30 frequencies, yielding a sampling rate of ~24 Hz and producing ~300 μA output. We chose a total of 30 frequencies to provide sufficient resolution across the frequency spectrum from 5kHz to 1MHz. The Indigo is capable of producing a ~300 μA maximum output current (see section 2.1.2 for further information).

The Indigo device was placed on a portable battery powered cart to provide mobility and to separate the circuitry of the Indigo system from wall electrical circuit. The Indigo was initially designed to function off of AC wall power. The Indigo was electrically isolated from wall power on a battery powered cart. Electrical independence ensures safety to the user in the case of a sudden electrical surge in the building circuitry. Wires representing each of the 10 channels (eight current sensing, two current injecting) were constructed to be 1.2 meters long. These wires terminated in soldered gold pin connectors which were in turn attached to adhesive, conductive, hydrogel electrodes to be placed on the residual limb.

An electrode design was chosen and validated after extensive review of available electrode designs. Electrodes were composed of hydrogel (Katecho KM-10B hydrogel) backed with conductive tape (ARcare conductive adhesive) to encourage even conduction. Gold wire terminals were placed between the conductive tape and hydrogel and secured in place with additional short strips of ARcare (Figure 2.1). Reference electrodes were 1.5 cm by 5 cm in size. Proximal thigh current injection electrodes were 1.5 by 15 cm while the distal injection electrode was a circle of 3cm diameter. Before the placement of electrodes, skin was prepared with sandpaper (Red Dot Trace Prep 2236, 3M) and a couplant (Couplant D, GE Panametrics) was applied to each electrode before application to encourage electrical signal transmission.
Figure 2.1: Top view of the construction of a sensing electrode. Process was identical for injection electrodes, using different dimension hydrogel and conductive tape.

Placement of the injecting and sensing electrodes was paramount to minimizing artifacts and errors of the tetrapolar system. Bony protuberances were avoided to minimize stresses on the electrodes, and locations at least 3 cm away from the distal current injection electrode were selected to ensure homogeneous current density (Sanders, Rogers, and Abrahamson 2007). Two independent sensing channels were placed on the anterior portion of the limb and two were placed on the posterior. One of the anterior channels sensed along the entire length of the anterolateral residual limb with one electrode placed just laterally to the terminus of the patellar tendon. The second electrode was placed lateral to the distal tip of the tibia, where tibial beveling was felt to occur. These two electrodes comprised channel 2 (Ch2). The second anterior channel shared the proximal electrode with the first anterior channel, just lateral to the patellar tendon. The second electrode for the
second channel was placed halfway between the end of the patellar tendon and the end of the tibia thus comprising channel 1 (Ch1). A diagram of the electrode scheme is shown in Figure 2.2. The two remaining channels were placed in a similar fashion along the midline of the posterior limb. Channel 4 (Ch4) sensed the entirety of the posterior. Both electrodes for this channel were placed opposite the electrodes from Ch2. Channel 3 (Ch3) shared a proximal electrode with Ch4. The second electrode of Ch3 was placed halfway in between the two sensing channels of Ch4 (Figure 2.2). Wires extending from the electrodes were routed into strain-relief loops using 3M Tegaderm as the adhesive, shown in Figure 2.3. Great care was taken to reproduce these electrode placements in subsequent tests by referring to photographs of the limb and recording distances between the sensing electrodes of each channel.
Figure 2.2: Diagram of electrode placement on the residual limb. Note that two positive current injectors were used (anterior and posterior of limb) with one circular distal negative current injector.
Though four independent measurements of volume were made during each test, analysis of fluid volume change in this thesis focuses primarily on the volume measured from the whole posterior compartment (Ch4 in Figure 2.2). The posterior region accounts for the majority of ECF volume and is the location that would be primarily targeted for a socket release device, due to the relatively high amount of soft tissue in this location. All results discussed below are thus taken from analysis of data collected by electrodes placed on the posterior section of the limb, unless otherwise noted.

2.1.2 Data Collection and Processing

To ensure sufficient resolution across the impedance locus, impedance was collected at 30 frequencies logarithmically spaced between 5kHz and 1MHz, generally accepted to be the range of interest necessary to characterize intra and extracellular resistance (Zhu et al. 2006; Zhu, Leonard, and Levin 2005). The Indigo has a highly programmable current injection system. The burst length for each frequency refers to the number of AC cycles of current injected at the specified frequency. Each
of the 30 applied frequencies was given a specific burst length, decreasing step-wise in time for every
four frequencies. Using voltages returned from the Indigo device, precise impedances were obtained
by performing basic calculations using a calibrated set of current values, as outlined by Bao et al.
(Bao, Davis, and Schmukler 1993). Values of Td and α were given to be 5E-8 and 0.7, respectively (De
Lorenzo et al. 1997; Bolton et al. 1998). To estimate values for R_{ECF}, the Cole model with De Lorenzo’s
Td compensation formula was used (Equation 3). The MATLAB algorithm lsqcurvefit (Mathworks
MATLAB R2010a, 2010), was used to optimize values for R_{ECF}, R_{ICF}, and C_m, based on initial guesses. If
the resulting fit is of inadequate accuracy (defined by a user-set limit for a chi-squared value)
fminsearch was used to estimate variable values. The chi-squared limit was set to 0.90 throughout
testing, as this proved to be a reasonable delineation between quality data and data with a non-
circular impedance locus.

The Cole model predicts a smooth, continuous impedance locus. To improve the accuracy of variable
estimation algorithms, certain frequencies were deleted from the impedance locus before algorithm
execution. Six frequencies (31 kHz, 38 kHz, 65 kHz, 78 kHz, 130 kHz, and 160 kHz) demonstrated
continued misalignment with the locus and were removed. The extent of their deviation was
discovered to be due to noise levels in the sensed impedance. The frequencies with the shortest
burst lengths were shown to have the highest signal to noise ratio, preventing accurate
characterization of the resistance and reactance values at those frequencies. The elimination of
these six frequencies improved fit and decreased chi-squared error in the lsqcurvefit algorithm.

Once a value for R_{ECF} had been estimated, extracellular limb fluid volume was estimated using the
geometric equation

\[ V_{ECF} = \left( \frac{\rho_{ECF} \cdot C}{R_{ECF}} \right)^{2/3} \cdot \frac{L^{5/3}}{(4\pi)^{1/3}} \]  

(4)
based on work by Fenech and Jaffrin (Fenech and Jaffrin 2004) and used previously by Sanders et al. (Sanders, Rogers, and Abrahamson 2007; Sanders, Harrison, et al. 2012; Sanders et al. 2009). The equation assumes the residual limb is modeled as a truncated cone. Circumferences were measured at each sensing electrode and were averaged to form the variable C (circumference). L represents the distance between electrodes and $\rho_{ECF}$ is an estimation of extracellular resistivity (assumed to be 39.0 $\Omega$·cm in women and 40.5 $\Omega$·cm in men)(De Lorenzo et al. 1997). Although specific values for $\rho_{ECF}$ may have varied between subjects and tests, we did not account for changes in resistivity in our calculations due to the difficulties in quick and cost-efficient estimation of the variable.

2.2 Study Design and Procedure

The primary goal of the study was to assess the effect of a period of socket pressure release on limb fluid volume. Additionally, change in volume during subsequent ordinary activity was of interest. The protocol employed activity sequences that included repeated periods of sitting, standing, and walking to mimic everyday activities. A pressure relief period (referred to as the recovery period) was bracketed by two activity sequences.

The study was a repeated measures experimental design with three conditions (ON, OFF, LINER). Subjects completed a full test for each of the experimental conditions. Each test was performed on a separate day with the subject wearing the same socket, liner, and/or socks for all three tests. To the best of our scheduling abilities, each test was performed at the same time of day, as diurnal volume changes are expected among amputees (Sanders et al. 2012; Sanders 2012).

The specific protocol was as follows. Upon arrival, subjects were directed to sit with the prosthesis donned. Subjects sat quietly for 10 minutes to reach homeostasis while answering general questions about diet, activity level, and overall health. Each subjects Socket Comfort Score was also collected.
by a prosthetist in attendance (Hanspal, Fisher, and Nieveen 2003). The residual limb was then prepared and bioimpedance electrodes were placed strategically on the limb as described above. Finally, all exposed electrodes were covered with 3M Tegaderm skin adhesive dressings to provide strain relief for each electrode wire and to ensure electrodes remained stationary during use of the prosthesis. Bioimpedance collection was initiated, and the subject donned the prosthesis. Subjects next performed one activity sequence that included three cycles of: a 90 second sit followed by a 90 second stand at equal weight, a five minute walk at a self-selected speed between one and two miles per hour, and a subsequent short 10 second stand at equal weight. After three cycles were completed, subjects were directed to sit for thirty minutes under one of three recovery conditions: socket donned (ON), both socket and liner doffed (OFF), or socket doffed but liner on (LINER). After 30 minutes, the subject repeated three additional cycles of activity. After the end of the final cycle, subjects sat with the prosthesis doffed for 10 minutes to conclude the test.

Previous studies in the laboratory have used cycles of 90s sitting, 90s standing, and 90s walking to emulate general activity (Sanders 2012). Here, time walking was increased from 90s to 5 minutes while time sitting and standing was maintained. Walking time was increased to increase arterial drive in an attempt to encourage volume recovery during the sit with socket doffed.

The 10s stand at the end of walking serves to provide a baseline data point with which to compare volume change during the test. This point was selected as baseline because standing at equal weight represents a known and consistent posture. Sitting or walking positions differed among subjects and were not ideal, standardized baseline conditions.
2.3 Subject Selection

Inclusion Criteria: amputees were considered for the study if they had a bilateral or unilateral transtibial amputation. As the test included basic activity, it was required that subjects were ambulatory at least at a K-2 level, as defined by the Medicare Functional Classification Level (MFCL) (Anon. 2005). Before testing, a research prosthetist assessed each subject’s MFCL level to ensure their ability to walk a total of 30 minutes over the course of testing. Amputees were at least one year post-amputation and had a residual limb longer than 9.0 cm, as measured from the end of the patellar tendon to the distal-most end of the limb. Exclusion Criteria: volunteers were excluded if they presented any form of skin breakdown at the time of testing, or if their prosthesis fit poorly, as determined by subjective evaluation of the study prosthetist. Subjects were asked to not consume caffeine or alcohol before arriving for testing and their daily diet was recorded. The study was approved by the University of Washington Human Subjects Division and informed consent was obtained before testing.
3 Results

3.1 Overview

Volume changes during the OFF 30 minute recovery sit were significantly higher than during ON. We observed that after the limb gained fluid volume during the OFF protocol and, subsequent volume loss was negligible in 12 of 16 subjects during the following three cycles of activity. Conversely, volume lost during the 30 minute recovery period during ON was not recovered during three cycles of activity. During the LINER protocol, volume gains during the 30 minute sit were similar to those on OFF, but during the following three cycles of activity volume returned to baseline levels. Gains during the LINER protocol still remained elevated compared to ON. A repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) showed that limb volume change during the post-sit activity sequence was significantly greater during OFF when compared to the ON or LINER protocols (p < 0.001).

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Participant Demographics

Twenty subjects were recruited from a variety of sources including local practitioners’ offices, Harborview Medical Center, and prior lab volunteer lists. Four subjects were discontinued during the study: one due to deteriorating health, one due to loss of contact, and two due to abnormal limb physiology. Of the latter two subjects, one was found to have had titanium reconstruction of the lower knee and upper tibia. The implant affected electrical impedance of the limb and introduced error into the bioimpedance analysis. Sensed impedance values were well below the calibrated range of the Indigo device. Due to this abnormal physiology, the subject was discontinued. One subject had a Syme amputation (i.e. ankle disarticulation) producing a residual limb of considerable length and little tissue. As a Syme amputation does not represent transtibial limb loss, the subject did not meet inclusion criteria and was discontinued. Thus, 16 subjects completed the study protocol. Fourteen
subjects had a unilateral amputation and two had bilateral transtibial amputations. Two subjects were unable to complete the LINER protocol: one subject did not wear an elastomeric liner and so performed only ON and OFF study protocols, and one subject became bedridden before completion of the LINER protocol. Both subjects were thus included in the OFF and ON protocol analysis, but were omitted from the LINER. Due to the rigor of the test (a combined 30 minutes walking), subjects were generally of higher functional level, with only three K-2 level amputees, six K-3, and seven K-4. Seven have been diagnosed with comorbidities (diabetes, peripheral arterial disease, or obesity of BMI > 30). Four subjects were regular smokers. Three of 16 were female. The average age of participants was 52.8 (s.d.= 13.1) years. Time since amputation ranged from 1 to 52 years with a mean of 17.9 years. Mean BMI was 28.1 (s.d.= 6.8) kg/m², uncorrected for differences in prosthetic mass as compared to anatomical limb mass. Mean mass was 89.3 (s.d.= 15.4) kg measured with prosthesis on. 11 subjects regularly used an elastomeric liner with pin, two used a vacuum system, two wore a sleeve, and one utilized a lanyard system (individual demographic data presented in Table 3.1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject No.</th>
<th>Years Since Amputation</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>BMI</th>
<th>Obesity</th>
<th>Etiology</th>
<th>Suspension</th>
<th>Socket Age (yrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>trauma</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DM Type1</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>vacuum</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>lanyard</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>vacuum</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>114.0</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DM Type 2</td>
<td>sleeve</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>sleeve</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>108.0</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>109.5</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Trauma</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject No.</th>
<th>MFCL Level</th>
<th>Diabetes</th>
<th>Venous Stasis</th>
<th>HBP</th>
<th>PAD</th>
<th>Smoker</th>
<th>Socks used daily</th>
<th>Comorbidity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>K-4</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>K-3</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>no*</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>0-6</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>K-3</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>K-3</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>K-4</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>K-4</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>K-3</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>K-4</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>K-4</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>K-2</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>K-4</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>K-2</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>K-3</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>K-3</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>no*</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>K-2</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>K-4</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Demographic data for study population.

* indicates diagnosis of subclinical PAD.
3.2.2 Collected Bioimpedance

Subjects were tested three times on three separate occasions to perform the ON, OFF, and LINER protocols individually. Sample data collected during OFF test is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Sample data collected during OFF test for one subject. In A, each of the six cycles are clearly visible. B shows a breakdown of one cycle. C contains the volume change curve for one 30 minute sit with socket doffed (OFF).

The equal weight 10s stands after walk were used as baseline comparisons to determine relative volume change throughout the test, seen in Figure 3.1 B. Volume data during the 30 minute recovery sit was also collected (Figure 3.1 C).
3.2.3 Recovery Period Fluid Volume Change

For all 16 subjects, limb volume was lost during the 30 minute recovery period with the socket donned (ON). Volume change during the sit was calculated as (Vol at 30 min – Vol at sit begin)/(Vol at sit begin), where the ‘sit begin’ was the first identifiable, stable data point after socket removal. On average subjects lost 2.2% (s.d. = 1.3%) of limb fluid volume with a range of 0.1% - 4.1%. However, all subjects gained an average 4.6% (s.d. = 2.1%, range 2.0% - 9.0%) fluid volume during the recovery period when doffing the socket (OFF). Limb fluid volume change during the 30 minute sit with the socket doffed and liner donned (LINER) produced volume gains similar to removing the liner and prosthesis (OFF), with an average volume gain of 5.1% (s.d. = 3.7%, range = 0.2%-12.4%).

The large standard deviation for volume gain during the OFF and LINER tests is due in some part to subject movement. Without a prosthesis to anchor the limb, some subjects moved their residual limb as they situated themselves comfortably in the chair. These movements induced rapid changes into the bioimpedance data, obscuring the initial period of doffing. We attempted to manage this problem by establishing tape heel markers on the ground for the contralateral limb to ensure consistent posture and by coaching the subject before testing to release the residual limb to a consistent and comfortable position. Once the subject reached a calm and consistent posture, fluid volume change was consistent and easily identifiable. However, because the largest and most rapid volume gain occurs within the first few seconds of doffing (Sanders, Rogers, and Abrahamson 2007), motion artifacts noted here may have caused underestimation of overall volume changes, most notably during the OFF protocol.

Using a repeated measures ANOVA, we can state that the differences between average volume gains in the three recovery conditions (ON, OFF, LINER) were statistically significant with p<0.001. A Bonferroni Comparison confirmed that volume gains during OFF were statistically elevated as
compared to ON (p < 0.001), and that volume gains during LINER were statistically elevated as compared to ON (p < 0.01). A statistically significant difference did not exist between OFF and LINER volume change.

3.2.4 Effect of Recovery Period on Fluid Volume During Activity

Pressure applied to the limb during the doffing period was shown to have a direct effect on fluid volume levels during subsequent activity. To assess fluid volume change after the recovery period, we compared the volume from the 10s stand at the end of the fourth cycle to the 10s stand at the end of the third cycle. The percent difference between these two points represents limb volume change during the recovery sit and one cycle of activity, hereby referred to as “short-term volume change.” Based on our initial hypothesis, we expected volume to increase during the sit and remain elevated after the fourth cycle during the OFF and LINER tests. However, we expect volume to decrease and remain decreased during the ON test.

We found that short-term volume change remained negative for all 16 subjects during ON. Volume change during ON was, on average -2.2% (s.d.= 0.8%, range = -0.8% to -3.3%). During the OFF test, 13 of 16 subjects showed volume increase in the short-term. Three subjects, all of whom gained volume during the 30 minute sit, rapidly lost volume during the fourth cycle of activity, negating some but not all volume increase during recovery sit. On average subjects gained 2.5% (s.d.=2.5%, range = -2.0% - 8.2%) volume in the short-term. Of the 14 subjects who completed the LINER protocol, eight showed short-term volume gain while six showed short-term volume loss. On average, subjects gained 0.1% (s.d.=1.6%, range = -2.6% – 3.0%) in the short-term during LINER. We used a repeated measures ANOVA with two factors to determine whether differences existed between short-term changes in ON, OFF, and LINER protocols. The ANOVA showed that the interactions between the three sitting conditions were statistically significant (p = 0.01), using the Greenhouse-Geisser
adjustment for lack of sphericity. A Bonferroni analysis showed that differences between tests were each statistically significant (p < 0.01 in all cases). Therefore, the average change in volume between the fourth and third cycles likely depends on the recovery period condition (ON, OFF, LINER).

Subsequent to the fourth cycle, subjects performed two more cycles of activity. The volume change between the 10 s stand at the end of the sixth cycle and the 10 s stand at the end of the third cycle represents volume change through the 30 minute sit and three subsequent cycles of activity, hereby referred to as “long-term volume change.” Based on our initial hypothesis, we would expect volume
to remain elevated during the OFF and LINER tests, but remain decreased during the ON test, as seen in the short-term. In all cases we would anticipate that the volume change between the sixth and third cycles would be lower than between the fourth and third cycles, as the pressures induced by two additional cycles of activity serve to drive fluid out of the limb. We similarly used a repeated

Figure 3.2: Average change in volume across all subjects for each protocol, normalized to the 10s stand after the third cycle. Standard error is shown as error bars. Short-term volume change is shown at time ‘A’ while long-term volume change is shown at time ‘B’.
measures ANOVA to assess differences in volume change between the sixth and third walks. The test showed statistical significance between each of the three conditions (ON, OFF, LINER) with p=0.01. A Bonferroni analysis showed that differences between tests were each statistically significant (p < 0.01 in all cases). Therefore, the average change in volume between the sixth and third cycles (long-term volume change) likely depends on the recovery period condition.

In Figure 3.2, a plot of limb fluid volume during the 10s stand after walk is shown for each of the test’s six cycles. To summarize, there was an average gain in limb fluid volume due to the 30 minute recovery period in the OFF test, and this volume gain persisted through the sixth cycle of activity. During the ON test, subjects on average lost volume in the recovery period and continued to show decreased volume through the end of the sixth walk. The LINER test showed negligible average gains after the fourth and sixth cycles, but was still significantly elevated as compared to ON.

3.2.5 Subject and Demographic Analysis

In an exploratory effort, we attempted to correlate volume change during the sit, short-term, and long-term with accumulated demographic data in Table 3.1. Demographic data was compared with results of volume change using linear relationship analysis and calculating respective R-coefficients. We observed no strong relationships between any metric of volume change and the listed demographics.
Subjects were separated into two major categories based on their short-term volume change during the three protocols (Figure 3.3). As all subjects lost volume during ON, groups 1 and 2 are separated by their response in OFF, with group 1 showing volume gain in the short term, and group 2 showing volume loss. Group 1 is separated into three parts – subjects who showed short-term volume gains during the LINER protocol (Group 1a), subjects who showed short-term volume loss during the LINER protocol (Group 1b) and subjects who did not complete the LINER test (Group 1c). Of clinical importance is the fact that for most subjects (12 of 16) volume was gained during the recovery period with socket off, and that increase in volume was carried over into the short and long term volume changes. This observation supports the notion that a prosthetic user might regain lost fluid volume by doffing the prosthesis.

It was observed that Group 1a consisted of subjects of lower body mass and BMI, with 0 of 7 demonstrating clinical obesity (BMI > 30). On the contrary, 2 of 4 in Group 1b were obese and 2 of 3 in Group 2. No further demographic trends were observed between subgroups, considering all other variables listed in Table 3.1.
3.3 Conclusion

All subjects who sat for 30 minutes with the prosthesis donned lost limb fluid volume and did not regain volume during subsequent cycles of activity. Subjects experienced a fluid volume gain after doffing the prosthesis and liner for 30 minutes. This fluid volume gain persisted during subsequent cycles of activity. Subjects who sat for 30 minutes with the prosthesis doffed and the liner donned gained fluid volume but returned to pre-sit volume levels during subsequent activity. Fluid volumes during activity remained elevated compared to donning the prosthesis during the recovery period.
4 Discussion

The ability to selectively return volume to the residual limb is a potential mechanism to address fluid volume loss. Currently, an amputee that experiences volume loss over the course of a day must tolerate or accommodate for a deteriorating socket fit. The shrinking residual limb is also at risk for increased pressures and interface stresses, causing skin breakdown and discomfort on weight-bearing or bony sections of the limb. Clinicians primarily advise amputees to compensate for volume loss by adding socks to take the place of lost fluid volume, thus maintaining size agreement between limb and prosthesis. However, donning sock ply contributes to continued limb fluid volume loss in most subjects (Sanders, Cagle, Harrison, et al. 2012) and may exacerbate limb fluid volume loss. Returning lost volume using relief of socket pressure as described here may mitigate the need to add socks by returning the limb to a more ideal size and shape, thus maintaining a comfortable and healthy socket fit.

Results of this study show that relief of socket pressure generates an immediate volume gain in the residual limb. Furthermore, this gain in volume persists through the donning of the prosthesis and repeated activity and ambulation.

Because our study required 30 total minutes of walking, many subjects were initially rejected due to health concerns, age, or other factors that might hinder their ability to complete the protocol. Study participants were consequently of relatively high K-Levels in comparison to the trans-tibial amputee population as a whole. Additionally, the study population contained few subjects with peripheral arterial disease, diabetes, venous insufficiency, or other comorbidities that may be associated with fluid volume change. Consequently, the population of available participants was diminished, preventing a more comprehensive study of disease effect. Inclusion criteria also stipulated that volunteers be at least 12 months post-amputation. In fact, all but two subjects were five or more
years post-amputation. The physiology of post-operative amputees can be markedly different from those many years removed. Edema, arterial and venous insufficiency, and overall fluctuation in limb shape and size are more commonplace as the limb slowly remodels (Smith et al. 2003). Therefore, testing on early postoperative amputees might produce different trends in volume change than the trends presented here.

4.1 Physiological Investigation and Hypothesis

A question remains, however – what is the physiological explanation for the dramatic differences in limb volume between ON, OFF, and LINER? Externally applied pressure may help to provide a physiological answer. Externally applied pressure to the limb has the effect of increasing interstitial fluid pressure, causing the venous system to evacuate blood and interstitial fluid out of the residuum. When the amputee sits for 30 minutes with prosthesis donned, internal pressures remain elevated and the limb is unable to regain volume. This was true for all 16 subjects tested, who continued to lose volume when they sat with socket donned. However, when the socket and liner are doffed, exerted pressures are released and interstitial pressure drops. This allows the venous vasculature to enlarge and fill with blood, and drives ECF into the interstitial space. We propose that limb fluid volume increases in a biphasic fashion corresponding to the differing influx rates of blood plasma and interstitial fluid. Sanders et al. have theorized that upon doffing a prosthesis, the early and rapid part of fluid volume response curve is primarily due to blood volume returning to the residual limb (Sanders, Harrison, et al. 2012). However, the slow but continued volume gain exhibited during subsequent cycles of activity reflects primarily interstitial fluid increase (Figure 4.2).

After 30 minutes of sit, the limb has swelled sufficiently with both blood and interstitial fluid. However when the socket and liner are donned, external pressures are returned to elevated levels. Just as the inflow of blood occurs rapidly, so does the outflow. Thus the donning of the socket is
thought to cause the evacuation of much of the blood volume gained during sit. For this reason, the long-term fluid volume gain exhibited during the OFF and LINER protocols is likely due to interstitial fluid volume gain. Long-term volume gain was not seen in four participants. For one of these participants (no. 13 in Table 3.1), volume gain occurred in the short-term, but was lost during subsequent activity. Likely this is explained by the same factors that caused fluid volume loss with the prosthesis donned. Internal pressures in the limb rise when the socket is donned and the amputee ambulates. These internal pressures evacuate the venous vasculature and drive fluid out of the interstitium.

However, the remaining three subjects (nos. 14-16) showed the first, second, and fourth highest volume gains during walking periods of subjects not wearing vacuum systems (which, by design, promote volume gains during walking). As heart rate rises and drives blood into the limb, the vascular system may be unable to clear blood flow rapidly, thus leading to general volume gain. Increased blood pressure also promotes fluid flow into the interstitium. Thus, when the prosthesis is doffed, the limb may be already swollen, preventing significant volume gain during doff. It remains to be seen whether these behaviors can be predicted by vascular health.

Two subjects wearing vacuum-assisted prostheses (nos. 6 and 11) were included in testing. Vacuum suspension sockets apply a negative pressure to the distal portion of the limb thus facilitating fluid volume drive, as previously mentioned. Therefore, we might have expected to see diminished volume loss during the recovery sit in ON. However, both subjects showed typical volume loss during the recovery sit of 3.0% and 2.0% for subjects 6 and 11, respectively. Other general volume change trends, including both short and long-term volume change, were consistent with group averages during OFF, ON, and LINER protocols (Figure 3.3).
One objective of this study was to assess if a period of decreased pressure produces a long-lasting volume increase in the limb. If volume is gained during pressure release but is quickly lost, the technique will not produce a lasting effect. To this end, we investigated the rate of fluid volume loss during the post-recovery period of activity. During all three testing protocols, average fluid volume change is lower in the long-term than the short-term as subjects continue to wear the prosthesis (Table 4.1). Likely this decrease is due to increased pressure generated by wearing the prosthesis, and further contributed to by the pressures generated in ambulation. The difference between average short-term and long-term is largest in OFF, when the most volume was gained, and lowest during ON, when volume was lost. At first glance these data seem to imply that subjects are more rapidly losing volume after a volume gain, perhaps trending towards some global homeostasis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ΔShort-Term</th>
<th>ΔLong-Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>2.5% (±2.5%)</td>
<td>1.5% (±2.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>-2.2% (±0.8%)</td>
<td>-2.3% (±1.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINER</td>
<td>0.1% (±1.6%)</td>
<td>-0.5% (±1.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Table showing the average volume change in the short-term (fourth stand after walk – third stand after walk) and long-term (sixth stand after walk – third stand after walk).

However, the significant drop in average volume gain is largely due to results from a minority of the study subjects. We examined the rate of volume loss during cycles of activity before and after the 30 minute sit. The percent volume lost between the 10s stand after cycle 1 and the 10s stand after cycle 3 is referred to as Δpre. The percent volume lost between the 10 s stand after cycle 4 and the 10 s stand after cycle 6 is referred to as Δpost. Both Δpre and Δpost represent the rate of volume change during activity. If positive, this would imply that volume was being gained during sitting, standing, and walking while if negative, it would imply volume loss. Our initial assumption was that the limb would exhibit a control reaction after shrinking or swelling during sit, returning limb volume to some
homeostatic value during subsequent activity. Under this hypothesis, volume growth during the 30 minute OFF sit would cause \( \Delta \text{post} \) to be more negative than \( \Delta \text{pre} \) as the limb forced out fluid gained during sit. Similarly, our hypothesis predicted that volume loss during the 30 minute ON sit would cause \( \Delta \text{post} \) to be more positive than \( \Delta \text{pre} \) as the limb was closer to a “minimum volume.” To examine this hypothesis, we plotted \( \Delta \text{pre} \) and \( \Delta \text{post} \) as the tail and tip of an arrow in Figure 4.1. We expected arrows for OFF to point in the negative direction (implying greater volume loss after the sit), and for ON to point positive. Contrary to this hypothesis however, none of the 16 tested subjects exhibited both a negative arrow for OFF and a positive arrow for ON. Surprisingly, 10 out of 16 subjects show arrows consistent in sign between ON and OFF tests, either both positive or both negative. These 10 subjects are outlined in Figure 4.1 in green. For these 10 subjects, the implication is that the limb did not exhibit a control reaction to return the limb to some ideal homeostatic level. Put another way, fluid volume change after the 30 minute sit is not directly a result of fluid volume change during the sit. This conclusion helps to further support the hypothesis that pressure release is a viable method to increase fluid volume long-term.

**Figure 4.1:** Comparison of \( \Delta \text{pre} \) and \( \Delta \text{post} \) for both ON and OFF tests. Tail of each arrow represents \( \Delta \text{pre} \) while the head shows \( \Delta \text{post} \). Subjects outlined in green show agreement between the direction of the arrow among ON and OFF.
While pressure release is a viable method to increase fluid volume, utilizing pressure release to accurately regulate fluid volume change presents a challenge. We might imagine that for the socket to properly function, limb fluid volume must remain within some volume “range”. Figure 4.2 shows an illustration of generalized fluid volume loss over the course of the day. When volume begins to reach the lower boundary of a perceived “target range”, the socket user decreases pressure on the residual limb and recovers fluid volume. This recovery produces a volume gain to near the upper limit of the “target range,” and though fluid volume continues to be lost after this recovery volume remains within an acceptable range.

![Figure 4.2: Author’s rendition of volume change over the course of a day. Green bars represent a “target range” in which limb fluid volume produces an acceptable socket fit. A recovery period is induced when the subject senses a loose socket, much as a prosthesis user might identify when sock ply should be added.](image)

How do we determine the boundaries of an acceptable “target range?” In current prosthetic practice, socket users determine when to add sock ply based on self-identified sensations of loose socket fit or volume loss. Similarly, the point at which a user chooses to induce a volume recovery may be self-identified by sensations of loose socket fit. Determining the upper boundary of the “target range” is more complex. Recovering excessive fluid volume will create difficulty properly fitting the limb into the prosthesis, and can result in decreased blood flow and ischemia. Future
research in our laboratory aims to develop a portable bioimpedance system to collect limb fluid volume data over a period of many days. It should be possible to use this device to determine daily maximum and minimum fluid volumes of the residual limb. In conjunction with detailed feedback from subjects, it should be possible to ascertain at what times subjects report a loose-fitting prosthesis (i.e. when users might ordinarily don socket ply) and at what times users report feeling swollen or highly compressed within the prosthesis. By comparing feedback with collected bioimpedance data it should be possible to determine a window of self-reported agreeable socket fit. This method would require characterization for each subject and each new socket and could be potentially time-consuming.

Alternatively, collection of bioimpedance simultaneous with measurements of interface pressures or shear stresses would allow quantification of poor socket fit. When pressures or shear stresses reach clinically elevated values over the course of the day, collected bioimpedance could be used to determine what limits of limb fluid volume produced unacceptable pressures or shear stresses.

4.2 Effects of a Prosthetic Liner

During the LINER test, fewer subjects showed a volume gain after the doffing period and three cycles of activity. The elastic liners worn during the doffing period apply an external pressure to the residual limb. This pressure is less than the pressure applied by the socket, but is likely sufficient to curtail fluid volume gain during the recovery period. In Figure 4.3 we see that fluid volume gain during the recovery period in the LINER protocol rapidly reaches a plateau, and may even decrease marginally over the final 20 minutes of the sit. Conversely, with the liner doffed in the OFF condition, volume rapidly rises initially and then approaches a constant positive slope. The initial rapid volume increase during both LINER and OFF is likely explained by an influx of blood into the vascular system. The slower, more constant volume growth exhibited by the positive linear volume increase of the OFF
curve is attributable to the continued flow of fluid into the interstitial space. It is thought that the transport of blood volume out of the venous system is a relatively fast process in comparison with the rate of interstitial fluid transport. Fluid volume gain during LINER therefore reaches a plateau because increased internal pressures are sufficient to prevent continued fluid volume flow into the interstitial space. However these pressures are not high enough to prevent volume gain of the vasculature. With the liner doffed, the pressure gradient into the interstitial space is high. Without any outside forces to resist this pressure gradient, the fluid volume of the interstitial space continues to grow over the 30 minute doffing period.

Therefore, the absolute magnitude volume gain during sit is comparable between LINER and OFF, although it is likely that less interstitial fluid is gained during LINER than during OFF. When the subject subsequently dons the socket and begins ambulating, the rapid fluid volume gain in the vasculature is quickly erased as the applied pressure from the socket evacuates the veins. However, as the interstitial space provides a stronger barrier to movement than the venous system, the interstitial fluid volume gained during OFF persists throughout the ensuing ambulation causing fluid volumes during OFF to be higher than in LINER after three cycles of activity.

Percent volume gain during the recovery sit may be overestimated during the LINER protocol due to our measurement technique. To calculate percent volume change during sit, volume at the end of the 30 minute sit is compared to the earliest available data point of the sit. During the OFF test, bioimpedance data fluctuates widely while the prosthesis and liner are doffed, delaying the time to a reliable data point. Only once the subject has reached a stable posture do volume measurements become reliable. However, during the LINER protocol, the extra step of removing the liner is not performed, meaning that subjects reach a stable posture more rapidly by approximately 1-2 seconds. Since fluid volume rises quickly and immediately after doffing the prosthesis, the LINER doffing curve
captures 1-2 more seconds of initial volume gain than does the OFF doffing curve. Attempts were made to offset the selected start point of the LINER doffing curve in post processing, and we estimated a maximum time of two additional seconds. While offsetting the initial reference point for the LINER doff curve by two seconds served to decrease overall estimation of volume gain, LINER gain remained elevated when compared to OFF. The difference between LINER and OFF may be further explained by positional changes in the limb caused by the elastic properties of the liner. When sitting with the limb at rest in a comfortable position, the liner causes the limb to rest at a larger angle than when sitting with liner doffed. Furthermore, the liner provides cushion on the posterior aspect of the thigh, potentially preventing minor occlusion of the popliteal artery-vein pair. Leg angle and added cushion may affect fluid volume transport into and out of the limb. The time to doff the liner may be a factor explaining the difference in doffing curves between LINER and OFF, but does not entirely account for the larger volume gain seen during LINER. Consequently, the magnitude of fluid volume change in Figure 4.3 may be artificially high for the LINER protocol, as compared to OFF.
Figure 4.3: Volume change during the 30 minute recovery period at sit.

4.3 Variation between Anterior and Posterior Measurements

Measurements from the posterior region have been presented throughout this thesis, however data was collected simultaneously from the anterior and posterior regions. Throughout testing, fluid volume was largely similar between the two channels. Furthermore, both channels exhibited consistent trends in fluid volume change during the recovery sit and subsequent activity in the ON and OFF protocols. However, anterior and posterior volume measurements differed during the recovery sit, short-term activity, and long-term activity of the LINER test. Short-term volume change measured from the anterior compartment was 0.7% (s.d. = 1.3%) on average. Conversely, short-term
change from the posterior was 0.1% (s.d. = 1.6%) (Figure 4.4). Using a repeated-measures t-test, the difference between average short-term anterior and posterior measurements was shown to be statistically significant (p < 0.01). On a case by case basis, 12 of 14 subjects exhibited higher short-term gains in the anterior than the posterior. Results were also different in long-term volume change, with 0.1% (s.d. = 1.0%) anterior volume gain and -0.5% (s.d. 1.3%) volume change in the posterior. Using a repeated-measures t-test, the difference between average long-term anterior and posterior measurements was shown to be statistically significant (p < 0.05). 10 of 14 subjects exhibited higher long-term fluid volume in the anterior than posterior. These results imply that the anterior compartment is gaining more volume than the posterior during the recovery sit and the volume gain is maintained through the short and long-term.

Examining the volume change during the recovery sit in LINER, we find that the average anterior and posterior doffing curves exhibit dissimilar trends (Figure 4.5). The posterior volume stabilizes soon after doffing while the anterior compartment continues to increase in volume at a roughly linear rate. Taking the hypothesis given by Sanders et al. that rapid volume change is largely due to blood volume while gradual volume change is due to interstitial fluid gain, we might postulate that the slope of volume gain in the anterior represents a gradual increase in interstitial fluid volume (Sanders, Harrison, et al. 2012). The posterior does not show a positive slope of volume gain after the initial rise, and in fact may decrease slightly over time. If we accept Sanders’ biphasic hypothesis of fluid volume change from section 4.1, we would then conclude that the anterior is gaining more interstitial fluid volume than the posterior compartment.

We have previously stated that interstitial fluid volume change (and not blood plasma or ICF change) may be the primary factor affecting short and long-term volume change. Consequently, the higher
slope of anterior volume change in Figure 4.5 may help explain the differences in anterior and posterior short and long-term volume gains from Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: A comparison of volume change during LINER test for whole anterior and whole posterior measurements. Each data point represents one equal weight stand after walk.
The question still remains: what would cause anterior and posterior interstitial fluid volume change to be different during the LINER test but not ON or OFF? The most likely cause is from non-homogeneous pressures applied by the liner itself. Many amputees have a non-conical residual limb and may have bony protuberances or features that prevent a perfectly conical shape. Commonly the tibial crest may be prominent, producing a limb shape similar to Figure 4.6 which shows low areas of concave curvature medial and lateral to the tibia. However, elastomeric liners are manufactured to a conical design (Klute, Glaister, and Berge 2010). Therefore it is possible that when the liner is applied to a residual limb with morphology similar to Figure 4.6, hammocking is induced over the antereolateral and/or antereomedial section of the limb, reducing contact between liner and skin and thus decreasing applied pressure. Measurements of liner pressure made in our laboratory using
force sensors placed over the residual limb show pressures generated by liner on the skin surface for one test subject (Table 4.2). Measurements of liner pressure over the antereomedial and antereolateral tissue are at or near zero when the subject’s normal liner was donned. Pressures were also near zero when wearing a new liner of the same type. The subject also donned an abnormally small liner in an attempt to increase applied pressure, yet pressures over the antereolateral tissue remained zero.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject No. 5 Liner Pressures (kPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Liner pressures from subject no. 5 (data by Christian Redd). Normal liner refers to the liner ordinarily worn by the subject. New liner was a new version of the normal liner. The artificially tight liner was of the same thickness and manufacture as normal and new, but one size smaller. Yellow cells represent pressures high enough to occlude blood flow (Thirsk, Kamm, and Shapiro 1980).

Note that anterior sensing electrodes are placed over the antereolateral section of the limb while posterior electrodes are over the mid-posterior. In Table 4.2 we can see there is no pressure applied to the antereolateral area containing the anterior electrodes while significant pressure is applied to the posterior area which contains the posterior electrodes. The pressure values highlighted in yellow are significantly high to occlude blood flow (Thirsk, Kamm, and Shapiro 1980; Kydd and Daly 1982), and occur primarily in the mid anterior (over the tibia) and over the mid posterior. Given this data, we might infer that the pressure applied by the liner to the posterior section of the limb is preventing some interstitial fluid volume gain, thus decreasing short-term and long-term volume gain in the LINER test.
How then is it possible for the anterior and posterior channels to report differing trends in volume change? Grimnes and Martinsen have presented the variable sensitivity of tetrapolar impedance measurements as a potential answer. Not all small volumes of tissue contribute equally to measured impedance. Tissue close to the sensing electrodes will contribute more than volumes deeper or farther away (Martinsen and Grimnes 2008). Therefore, a change in tissue resistivity far from two sensing electrodes will have a smaller effect on transfer impedance than would an equal change in resistivity close to the electrodes (Grimnes, Martinsen, and Johnsen 2010; Grimnes and Martinsen
For this reason, we might expect that electrodes placed anterolaterally would be more sensitive to fluid volume change in the anterior tissue than would electrodes placed on the posterior, while the inverse would be true for the posterior electrodes. Moreover, anterior and posterior sections of the residual limb are naturally divided by anatomical boundaries that inhibit signal conduction across the limb. Examining Figure 4.7, we see that the anterior tibialis muscle makes up the majority of the anterior compartment volume, while the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles comprise most of the posterior. The interosseous membrane, a highly non-conducting structure, connects the fibula and tibia, further decreasing the sensitivity of anterior and posterior channels to fluid volume changes opposite to their electrodes.

The presented theories for differences between anterior and posterior fluid volume measurements remain incomplete. The study was not designed to illuminate differences between sensing channels, and the capabilities of the Indigo device are still being investigated. However, it is clear that any further research into residual limb fluid volume should be designed to thoughtfully consider localized volume changes (anterior vs. posterior, proximal vs. distal, etc.). Additionally, development of a pressure-release socket should account for the effects of applied liner pressures on limb fluid volume change, and should employ the multi-channel capabilities of systems like the Indigo to better examine those differences.
4.4 Parameter Analysis

The measurement of $R_{ECF}$ and ECF volume requires the assumption of certain parameter values. Equation 4 adapted from Jaffrin et al. is reprinted below. Anthropometric values like $C$ (average circumference at both sensing electrodes) and $L$ (length between sensing electrodes) are determined at the time of data collection and are subject specific. However, the value of $\rho_{ECF}$ was given to be a static value for each gender: 40.5 $\Omega\cdot$cm for men and 39.0 $\Omega\cdot$cm for women (Jaffrin and Morel 2008; Dou et al. 2011).

$$V_{ECF} = \left(\frac{\rho_{ECF} \cdot C}{R_{ECF}}\right)^{2/3} \cdot \frac{L^{5/3}}{(4\pi)^{1/3}} \quad (4)$$
However, it is possible that $\rho_{ECF}$ values were not consistent between subjects of the same gender and between tests. Cox-Reijven et al. calculated values of $\rho_{ECF}$ ranging from 23 to 58 $\Omega\cdot$cm for both men and women, even demonstrating a slight correlation between $\rho_{ECF}$ and BMI (Cox-Reijven and Soeters 2000). Data was not reported on the variability of $\rho_{ECF}$ on a subject-by-subject basis. Ward et al. further calculated that changes in $\rho_{ECF}$ not accounted for in calculations can directly alter estimations of ECF volumes. Ward further stated that a 10% change in $\rho_{ECF}$ can cause changes of 4.9% in estimated ECF (Ward, Elia, and Cornish 1998). Scharfetter et al. examined changes in extracellular resistivity due to changes in ionic concentrations during dialysis and found that relative $\rho_{ECF}$ changes were around 4%, causing an estimated 2% error in ECF measurements (Scharfetter et al. 1997). These variations are significant, considering that even a 0.1% change in residual volume can be considered clinically relevant.

Although most published bioimpedance research assumes a constant $\rho_{ECF}$ for each gender, it may be advantageous to directly measure $\rho_{ECF}$ values before each bioimpedance test. Estimation of $\rho_{ECF}$ requires knowledge of limb fat-free mass, body hydration, and $R_{ECF}$. Zhu et al. estimated fat-free mass using MRI cross-sectional images, body hydration through deuterium and sodium bromide dilution, and $R_{ECF}$ using bioimpedance spectroscopy (Zhu et al. 2006). Same-day measurements of $\rho_{ECF}$ using MRI and dilution would thus be required to generate relevant values for subsequent bioimpedance testing in the lab. $\rho_{ECF}$ values could be incorporated in post-processing calculations of ECF to produce a more anatomically correct absolute volume measurement. However, due to time and cost, performing MRI and NaBr dilution may not be feasible each time a subject is tested.

Though changes in extracellular resistivity can have a direct impact on estimated ECF volume, $\rho_{ECF}$ should have no effect on reported data in this thesis. First and foremost, primary literature assumes $\rho_{ECF}$ to remain relatively constant over the course of a day (Hanai 1968; Dou et al. 2011). Further, only
values of relative fluid volume change have been reported in this thesis. All volume data have been normalized to baseline measurements of fluid volume. When calculating relative fluid volume change as a ratio of two independent estimations, all constant values (i.e. circumference, length, and $\rho_{ECF}$) drop out of equation 4. The resulting formula is a ratio of two independent $R_{ECF}$ values raised to the two-thirds power. If we accept that $\rho_{ECF}$ is constant during the ~1.5 hour testing period, extracellular resistivity will not confound estimations of relative volume change.
5 Future Work

This is the first work aimed at understanding the effects of socket pressure release on limb fluid volume. By better understanding the variables and causes involved in fluid volume recovery in the residual limb, it should be possible to design and construct prosthetic sockets capable of decreasing applied pressure on the residual limb at specific times (e.g., when a user sits) or based on specific physiological criteria (e.g., when the residuum has lost fluid volume). The release of pressure in such a manner would likely allow for the recovery of ECF volume similar to the gains seen in the OFF and LINER tests. Volume recovery may thus encourage a healthy fit between the limb and prosthesis. The user may simply release the pressure applied by this socket and regain lost ECF instead of adding a sock to compensate for perceived volume loss. Furthermore, if the socket is designed to release pressure without necessitating full removal of the prosthesis, liner, or of articles of clothing, the prosthetic user would avoid the complications (e.g., removing pants and full doffing of the limb) often encountered with sock addition. However, the specific length of time required to recover a sufficient limb fluid volume is still unknown. If external pressures are released to zero (as during the OFF protocol), a 30 minute recovery may induce a higher-than-optimal volume gain. Further research must be done to decide what length of recovery time is appropriate to induce volume recovery for each individual.

From this study we have an improved understanding of how pressure reduction affects residual limb fluid volume. Subjects who sat for 30 minutes with the prosthesis donned lost limb fluid volume and did not regain volume during subsequent periods of activity. Subjects experienced a fluid volume gain after doffing the prosthesis and liner for 30 minutes. This fluid volume gain persisted during subsequent periods of activity. Subjects who sat for 30 minutes with the prosthesis doffed and the liner donned gained fluid volume but returned to pre-sit volume levels during subsequent activity,
though fluid volume remain elevated when compared to sitting with the socket donned. For socket users who experience a loss in limb fluid volume over the course of the day, it may be advantageous to simply doff the prosthesis during periods of inactivity. We advocate further investigation into pressure-release induced volume recovery as a potential replacement or augmentation to other volume management strategies.
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